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Are you looking for a tips on teaching Shakespeare to kids? Language arts activities that students

will love? Ideas to introduce Shakespeare to teenagers in the classroom?Ã‚Â Ã‚Â "Romeo, Romeo,

wherefore art thou Romeo?" Teenagers have been sighing an approximation of these words for

centuries, ever since William Shakespeare had Juliet utter them from her balcony in one of the most

popular plays of all time, Romeo and Juliet. Tales of love, loss, rebellion, rivalry--before there was

Twilight, Warm Bodies, and The Lion King, there was Shakespeare. The characters, language,

imagery, and plot elements of many books and movies that appear on bookshelves and in cinemas

today are directly influenced by the plays of the Bard.In Shakespeare: Investigate the Bard&apos;s

Influence on Today&apos;s World, readers discover links between the books, movies, and music

they listen to today and the words that were written and acted out more than 400 years ago.

Readers deconstruct Shakespearean themes, imagery, language, and meaning by finding familiar

ground on which to gain literary insight. Through hands-on projects such as coding a video game

based on one of Shakespeare&apos;s plays to rewriting a scene in the text language of emoji,

readers find compelling avenues into the dramatic, sometimes intimidating language, leaving them

well-equipped to tackle any major text in the academic years to come.
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Praise for other books by Andi DiehnTechnology: Cool Women Who CodeSchool Library

Connection"Readable and accessible to students, the books are beautifully designed with color,

graphics, comic illustrations, boxes, and short paragraphs. Teachers will be thrilled with the plentiful

primary sources included as QR codes that will immediately engage their classes. A treasure trove

of discovery, this interactive series promises to influence the next generation of female science

stars." Highly RecommendedNational Science Teachers Association Recommends"Written like a

magazine with short reading areas followed by &#147;Ask & AnswerÃ¢â‚¬Â• essential questions,

the book focuses on reading comprehension and reasoning skills while also teaching about

technology then and now. . ."Booklist New SERIES NONFICTION SHOWCASE"The women

featured in this series share more than a passion for science, technology, engineering, and math.

Starting at a young age all were discouraged from pursuing paths in STEM fields. These books

seek to rectify this oversight by encouraging todayÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s girls to consider special topics in

science and technology. . . Numerous sidebars include further background information, mini profiles

of more prominent females in STEM, and thought-provoking questions. A worthwhile addition to

STEM collections."Jane Margolis, Author of Unlocking the Clubhouse: Women in Computing and

Stuck in the Shallow End: Education, Race, and Computing&#147;I truly wish Technology: Cool

Women Who Code had been around when my daughter was younger. It is a lively and informative

introduction for young readers to the world of computing, bringing the field to life through

descriptions of the field itself and stories of female leaders and their contributions.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Explore

Poetry! With 25 Great ProjectsSchool Library Connection"Students will have fun learning about the

many different forms of poetry in this informational resource. This book leads students through

creative writing projects, literary techniques, and constructing their own poetry journals and kits,

keeping students actively involved while discovering the magic of poetry. Recommended"Publishers

Weekly"This addition to the Explore Your World! series focuses on both reading and writing poetry,

with poems and profiles of famous poets featured throughout. Over five chapters, Diehn describes

poetic forms like limerick, haiku, and acrostic; explores literary techniques, such as personification

and exaggeration; and finds connections between poetry, music, and math."



A great book to introduce teens to the broad influence that Shakespeare continues to have on our

culture. Fun and informative.

Great book!

For young people age 12-15, mention the name William Shakespeare and you'll get two very

different reactions. Some can't get enough while others find his writing confusing. This new great

title will satisfy both camps.The format is entertaining and topical. There's an ongoing cartoon about

two kids who use a book portal to visit Shakespeare, but the main focus is on four of Shakespeare's

most famous and beloved works. Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Twelfth Night, and A Midsummer

Night's Dream are each given two chapters for readers to explore in a unique way.You first learn

about each story with lines from the play. This is no boring retelling of the tale, but an interactive

journey with fascinating facts and insights. A second chapter then looks at how each story has

impacted books and movies of present day. Also included are an INQUIRE & INVESTIGATE page

giving readers a hand-on task. An example of one from Romeo and Juliet has kids creating a rap

song.Before you reach the first chapter a snappy introduction tells about Shakespeare's past and

present. A four-page timeline of events in Shakespeare's life starts it off. Next we learn about his

early years and his works on stage. Did you know 2016 is the 400-year anniversary of his death? I

also discovered historians found large chunks of his life where no one seems to know what he was

doing.A full glossary and resources are added at the end. Great extensions with books, websites,

and a reveal of the QR codes in case you don't have a tablet or phone to find them. An index gives

further proof how easy it is to find what you need.I'm a fan from the opening scene to the end. In the

words of the Bard himselfÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“I do love nothing in the world so well

as you: is not that strange?ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•Benedick in Much Ado About Nothing

Many of my friends have bought, and loved, this book. It really is a good read for kids and adults. A

friend of mine was inspired by this to get more involved in theater and is acting in a community play

of Measure for Measure, he is in his early 30s! So, grab a copy of this wonderful read and fall in love

with Shakespear for the first time, or all over again.
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